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Finished size:    ca.1.48 x 1.90 m   (with jags) 

         ca.1.37 x 1.80 m   (without jags) 

 

The kit for this quilt consists of 40 different che-

quer patterns (5 small packets including 8 fabrics 

each).  You get fat quarters (ca.45 x 55 cm) from 

each fabric. 

 

For a general view over the arrangement, a pic-

ture is on your disposal under www.stof.dk  at any 

time. 

 

Materials for the Top: 

 

40 different chequered fabrics  45 x 55 cm each 

 

Binding (only when outside edge is trimmed): 

 

Plain (matching to the top)           40 cm 

 

Materials for Backing: 

 

Plain (matching to the top)              2 m 

  And the leftovers from the front side 

 

“Binding” for zigzag jags (only when jags are 

not trimmed): 

Plain (matching to top and backing)          70 cm 

 

Batting: 1.50 m width               2 m 

 

Cutting: 

 

Steam press all fabrics before starting to sew! 

 

Work with a seam allowance of 0.75 cm! 

 

Cut ca. 500 squares of 9 x 9 cm from the fabrics 

in your kit: 

   

A:  The large plaids on grain; 

      You get 30 squares from each fabric. 

 

B:  The small plaids off grain (bias); 

      You get 21 squares from each fabric. 

 

Go on really systematically: 

 

Stockpile the cutted squares ordered by patterns. 

 

Laying out: 

 

First of all the squares have to be layed out to the 

complete top!  (You will need a lot of space!) 

 

The quilt has in total 14 jags in the width and 18 

jags in the length; this means it consists of 31 di-

agonal rows. 

 

Important is, that you are careful in finding a bal-

ancing distribution as well in intensity as in cutting 

direction.  Just to give you a hint only two patterns 

are integrated into the drawing. 

 

Mark the first square of each diagonal row by 

signing slips of paper with the corresponding 

number (1 to 31) and pin!  (Do not use adhesive 

labels, they will get lost very easily!) 

 

 

Now you have to collect the squares again.  Pile 

them up one after the other – the marked square 

on top.  The first „pile“ consists of one square, the 

second of three squares, the third of five squares 

and so on; there are two more in each row until 

the 14

th

 row.  In between the 14

th

 and the 18

th

 row 

you have the same number of squares (27).  Af-

terwards every row has a decreasing number of 

squares again until „row“ 31 consists of just one 

square. 

 

Assembling: 

 

Detach the slips of paper not before the top is 

totally completed! 

 

First, join the squares to rows. 

You can choose two practices in progress: 

 

1. Sew each row singly. 

(It is easier, but it takes more time.) 

2. Complete 5 rows at one go by chain piecing: 

- Put the piles 2 to 6 one after the other be-

side the sewing machine. 

- Sew together the first two squares of the 

second row, then without cutting the thread 

off, the first two squares of the third row and 

so on until the sixth row is done. 

- After that, the third square is to be at-

tatched to each row in the same way, and 

then the forth and fifth... and so on. 

 

Work through the whole quilt making chains 

of 5 to 6 rows. 

 

Do not press before all rows are completed.  

(Leave the slips of paper on the first square!)  You 

will get the best result by pressing the seam al-

lowances to one side, every other row alternating: 

  Second row to the left, third row to the right, 

  forth row to the left, fifth row to the right and so 

on.  The seam allowances will fit together very 

well then, and in the end you will get a very exact 

matching surface. 

 

At least you have to join the rows, press hereby 

the seam allowances into the shorter row. 

 

The top is finished then! 

 

Mounting and Quilting: 

 

If you are planning to give your quilt an outside 

edge without zigzag, you should trim the jags by 

now.  Then finish your quilt as you always do. 

 

If you like the zigzag edge, follow the upcoming 

instruction: 

 

Baste backing, batting and top together carefully. 

 

Quilt by hand in the middle of every row; quilt all 

rows in both directions (see drawing next page). 
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Assembly Drawing Top: Country Home 99-731: 

 

(In order to keep the clearness of the drawing the specifications are not complete!   

Just the squares have the original number.  The dotted lines are quiltlines.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finishing the zigzag edge: 

 

When the quilting is finished, cut back batting, and 

backing to the outline of the zigzag edge. 

 

Cut the fabric for the jag „binding“ into seven 

strips of 10 cm width, and and connect them to 

the following long strips: 

2times 10 x 200 cm for lateral edges and 

2times 10 x 150 cm for top and bottom edge. 

 

Fold in (to the wrong side of fabric) a seam about 

1 cm.  Do it on all four long strips and press. 

 

Sew the long strips with mitered corners into a 

large frame. 

 

 

 

Lay this frame face to face on to the chequered 

side of the quilt and pin very carefully or (much 

better) baste it to the quilt. 

 

Stitch presser foot wide along the jag edge com-

pletely around the quilt (backside facing you). 

Cut back all tips and clip in all inner corners. 

 

Remove pins or basting threads and turn over the 

binding to the backside. 

 

By now you „just“ have to pull out each jag cau-

tiously, press, and fix the binding by hand stitching 

(unvisibly from the frontside!). 

 

 

Good luck sewing and lots of joy with the finished quilt!  Yours STOF-Team! 
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Design and completion:  Annegret Wichitill 

Instruction:    Cornelia Falk  

 

March 2007 


